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Put sales and marketing on the same team with marketing automation.
In nearly every organization across the globe, sales and
marketing departments are consistently at odds over who
gets credit for a sale, the quality of leads, the way leads are
distributed — and the list goes on.

• Grow 5.4 points faster than their less-aligned counterparts
when compared with businesses in the same industry

That sounds like two departments that should be kept
apart, doesn’t it?

• Lose 36% fewer customers to competitors.

However, over the last few years, technology and the
internet are finally beginning to bring the two sides
together into one cohesive team. The once well-defined
lines between sales and marketing are beginning to blur,
and opportunities for the two departments are growing
exponentially. Now, sales and marketing are shifting their
viewpoints and beginning to work collaboratively with
their opposite numbers. But why?
The quantitative benefits of alignment have been well
documented. Hugh MacFarlane, Founder and CEO of
MathMarketing, conducted an alignment benchmarking
study by surveying 1,400 professionals in 84 countries
around the world. The study found that the businesses
that have the greatest degree of alignment:

Takepardot.com
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View a Demo

• Close 38% more proposals than non-aligned businesses

This guide is designed to help you align the sales and
marketing departments in your own company so that you
can start experiencing the results listed above. Take a look
at the six keys to alignment outlined in chapters one and
two, then read through the benefits of an aligned strategy
in chapter three.
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Better Communication

The misalignment between sales and marketing is not the
fault of one particular camp over the other. The fault lies in
long-standing communication issues that cause confusion and
friction between the two groups. Before marketing automation
can bring the two departments together into one revenuegenerating machine, you need to align the two groups on the
individual level.
Since any task with such a strong human element can get
sticky very quickly, we’ve laid out three areas for your sales and
marketing departments to focus on.
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Definitions

While the old adage “you say po-tay-toe, I say po-tah-toe,”
downplays the importance of semantic differences, they can
mean everything in a business environment.
Sales and marketing are often working towards the same
metrics, but with very different ideas of what those metrics
mean. Ask a sales rep and a marketer to define a marketingqualified lead and you might find yourself with two very
different answers. A lack of common definitions between sales

and marketing departments often results in a lot of finger
pointing, especially when the pressure to generate revenue
is on. Creating and agreeing to a common set of definitions
eliminates the finger pointing and helps put sales and
marketing on the same team.
While there are dozens of elements floating between the two
departments, focus on defining those directly related to your
sales funnel. As a start, you should work toward common
definitions for the following: Leads, MQLs (MarketingQualified Leads), SQLs (Sales-Qualified Leads), Opportunities,
and Customers.
2

Personas

In many organizations, the lead generation strategies are set
up to favor leads developed by the sales team themselves.
Sales leads tend to be warmer with more detailed prospect
records because they have often been handled by the same
sales rep since their initial conversion. Sales leads also tend
to be better qualified since marketing is working from a
different criteria for leads, or just hoping to generate as many
leads as possible. This broken system of poor communication
and misaligned objectives has become the norm at many
companies.
It is important to develop a handful of personas that match
your sales reps’ criteria for the perfect lead. Sales reps spend
their entire day speaking with prospects and have an excellent
grasp on the types of prospects that are more likely to close.
Developing personas is an easy way to agree upon the types
of leads that should be developed, helping to increase close

rates and the value of marketing-sourced leads.
3

Metrics

Both teams have very different ideas of success. With each team
possessing their own set of metrics, what could be a terrible
quarter for sales might be a banner quarter for marketing.
Since these two departments are both working toward the
common goal of increased revenue, this juxtaposition should
never happen.
It is important to mutually agree on a group of success metrics
for both teams. A win for sales should be a win for marketing,
and vice versa.
Communication is a crucial first step in the sales and marketing
alignment process. While it is a giant leap forward for the
collaboration of the two departments, communication also
lays the groundwork for marketing automation, which can
bridge the gap even further. Read on to see just how marketing
automation can bring sales and marketing together.

Learn more
Ready to create your own buyer personas? Take a look
at our Buyer Persona Case Study to see how the
Pardot marketing team developed buyer personas of
their own.
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Alignment through Automation
Whether we like it or not, technology is driving sales and
marketing departments closer together. With more insight and
transparency across both sales and marketing, the line between
the two departments is starting to blur. For companies with
a polished communication strategy for the two departments,
all that’s needed is marketing automation to turn sales and
marketing into one cohesive revenue-generating machine.
By standardizing and automating lead qualification, nurturing
leads to a sales-ready state, and accurately reporting on the
contributions of each department, automation is the key to
sales and marketing alignment. Let’s take a closer look.
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Lead Qualification

For both sales and marketing, updating a prospect’s CRM data
is a hassle. The tedium of adding notes and updating profiles
quickly overshadows the value of a detailed prospect profile.
Marketing automation tools are able to pull in a tremendous
amount of prospect information automatically, like your
prospect’s company, social data, recent activity, and more.
This puts a wealth of information at your sales reps’ fingertips
when they reach out to a lead.
All of this data makes it easy for marketing automation to
qualify your leads automatically based on how well they fit

the ideal lead profiles mutually defined by your sales and
marketing teams. Up until this point, qualifying leads has been
an inherently subjective process. Lead scoring and grading
makes this process more concrete and effective, eliminating
any disagreements over lead quality. Automating the
qualification and lead assignment processes also frees up your
sales and marketing teams to focus on their best leads, while
placing unqualified leads on nurturing tracks that will educate
and move them through the funnel.
5

Lead Nurturing

Many companies make one fatal mistake: not continuing to
market to their non-sales-ready leads. Leads that are not yet
ready to purchase are either ignored or passed on to sales all
the same, annoying sales reps and scaring off prospects that
might otherwise have been nurtured to a sales-ready state.

Companies that excel at lead nurturing generate
50% more sales-ready leads at 33% lower cost.
(Forrester Research)

can be managed by either sales or marketing, allowing the
other side of the house to generate more leads or focus on
closing more deals.
6

Reporting

The biggest advantage of a marketing automation platform
is that it puts sales and marketing on the same team. For
most companies, this is a radical new concept. Marketing and
sales can work from common definitions, toward common
goals, measured by common metrics. Closed-loop reporting
also increases visibility across the entire sales cycle, adding
accountability to both the sales and marketing processes.
Marketing automation can identify the first touchpoint of a
closed deal, making it possible to tie revenue to individual
marketing campaigns and give credit where it is due. This also
allows marketers to see the real influence of their campaigns
with a clarity that could previously only be dreamed of —
and for sales to track their opportunities all the way through
the sales funnel. Automation helps solidify the collaboration
between sales and marketing with tested workflows and
absolute clarity.

Marketing automation tools allow you to nurture these cooler
leads automatically, freeing up your sales team to focus on the
hotter leads while setting up a reliable stream of sales-ready
leads. Leads can be added to drip campaigns that automatically
email relevant information and content based on user actions,
preferences, or a set time period. Lead nurturing campaigns
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Sales and Marketing Benefits

It’s obvious that with the right communication strategy and the
help of technologies like marketing automation, companies are
bridging the long-standing gap between sales and marketing.
But how does the alignment of sales and marketing really
affect all of the stakeholders in the arrangement? Let’s take a
look.

Marketing Benefits
Although marketing is often viewed as a separate entity from
sales, the truth is that marketing (and really every department)
is tied to and dependant upon the success of sales. At the end
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of the day, the sales team is driving the success of the business,
and the success of the business is what covers marketing salary
and budget.

61% of B2B marketers send all leads directly to
sales; however, only 27% of those leads will be
qualified. (MarketingSherpa)
Aligning more closely with sales will increase the quality of
leads available to sales reps, and will prevent leads from slipping
through the cracks and getting picked up by competitors.

This increase in quality and retention makes it easier for the
sales team to close deals faster and more easily, which in turn
drives the success of the entire company. With more revenue
flowing into the company, the pool of budget for salaries, new
campaigns that you’ve always wanted to try, and maybe even
bonuses only grows larger for the marketing department.
Positioning marketing more closely with sales is an easy way
to share in sales success. Any win for the sales department is a
win for marketing. This will increase the visibility, reputation,
accountability, and ultimately, the authority of marketing
within the company.

Sales Benefits
Sales has long been viewed as a relatively solitary position,
with the landscape dotted by numerable lone wolf sales reps
all competing for many of the same deals. Marketing might
occasionally pass a lead to a sales rep, but sales often preferred
tracking down their own leads. This was a sustainable process
for a short period of time, but it required sales to do their own
prospecting, which took a tremendous amount of time. As
pressure mounts for sales reps to close more deals than ever,
finding time to prospect is becoming a rarity. This has created
a perfect opportunity for sales to partner with marketing and
have the prospecting taken care of for them.
With sales and marketing alignment, sales can enjoy a steady
stream of leads that meet the criteria they created with
marketing. This allows sales reps to stop prospecting on their

own and spend more time with leads that matter. This means
closing more sales in less time, a more efficient sales funnel,
shorter sales cycles, and ultimately — more revenue.

Additional Resources
Looking for more information on some of the topics
covered in this white paper? Download some additional
resources by clicking on the headlines below.
1

Lead Nurturing

Take a look at our Complete Guide to Lead Nurturing
for best practices tips, helpful how-to information,
checklists, worksheets, and more.
2

Reporting with Automation

Learn how to use marketing automation to tie closed
deals back to the campaigns that created them, helping
to attribute revenue to the right team.
3

Lead Qualification

Score and grade your leads with confidence using
our Complete Guide to Automated Lead Scoring and
Grading.
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LEARN MORE

The Lead Scoring & Grading Lab

Ready to get your hands dirty with lead scoring and grading?
Try our free, interactive Lead Scoring and Grading Lab to see exactly how automation can streamline your lead
management process, identifying sales-ready leads in your database and using a prospect’s score and grade to automate
the appropriate next steps.

Check It Out!

6 Keys to Sales and Marketing Alignment

Conclusion
Technology is pushing sales and marketing departments
closer together whether they are ready for it or not.
Aligning these two departments is one of the most
crucial initiatives a business can undertake. With proper
communication between teams and the right marketing
automation tool, sales and marketing can move from
struggling rival departments to one cohesive revenuegenerating machine. Close more leads, lose fewer
opportunities, speed up your sales cycle, and drive more
revenue — all by putting marketing and sales on the
same team.

Take a Guided Tour!

Connect with us!
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6 Keys to Sales and Marketing Alignment

Notes:
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Marketing Automation
For The Customer Company
Your customers are smarter, more capable, and better informed than ever before. This new breed of consumer
demands a better breed of marketing, and the Pardot platform has the capabilities to get you there.

Smarter Marketing. Better Results.
Questions? Contact us at 1-855-426-9213, or visit our website at
www.pardot.com

